Strongly irreducible polynomials
For any xeJ?"c:C 11 , let us denote by C^ ^(S^ ,) the ring of germs of real analytic (holomorphic) functions at x We denote by m^ ,(m,. ,) the maximal ideal of 0^ ^(S^ ,).
DEFINITION 1. -Let:
P(X\ ^)=y+fli(jr)y+... ^a^x^eS^ oW be a distinguished polynomial. Let 8e^ o be the discriminant of the polynomial P. Assume that 8^0. Denote by (D the initial form of 5 at 0.
We say that P is strongly irreducible if there exist a constant e>0 and a set W such that the following conditions are satisfied: We require H a C" to be a complex hyperplane such that: (i) dimcH^l,OeH, (ii) P|HXC ls irreductible in ^xc. o» (iii) co j H ^a s no critical points, except possibly for the origin itself.
Then the polynomial P is strongly irreducible.
The sketch of the proof. Let h = dime H. We may assume that H={^€C|^=...=^=O}.
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Denote by M the linear space of all complex (n-A) x A-matrices. Let 7={(L,i;)€CP(A-l)xC*|i;6L}.
be the canonical line bundle of CP(h-1).
We define a holomorphic map 9 : M x y -^ C" by 9 (A, (L, u))=(i?, A (v)).
Of course : 9(0xy)=fl. We use the notation:
The homogeneous form (O|H has an isolated singular point at the origin. Then there exist an open set L\ c 5 and a closed complex manifold NI c [/i such that:
NI is transverse to Gi in 5,
The form G) ) " has an isolated singular point at the origin, so 8 (" has an isolated singular point at the origin.
It follows that there exists an open set U^czMxy and a closed complex manifold N^ c: U^ such that:
u^nsc^, (6) N3 is transverse to Gi in LJ^,
N^ns^nN,.
Then there exist open sets t^crS, V^G^ and a constant e>0 such that: 
is a deformation retract of
is a Governing map. Set
(A, (L, 0))6^,(0, (L, 0))^^, 0< ||t;|| <c}.
By (11) Zi is a deformation retract of Z. Set
The germ of P|HXC at ° is irreducible, so, by ([4] , Proposition 11, p. 55), we may assume that Z\ is connected. Then, if e is sufficiently small, the sets Z and Zj are connected.
Denote W = (6 x idc) (Z i) c: C" x C. Then W is an open, connected subset of P(P).
// FI is a sufficiently small neighbourhood of Gi in S then, by (8) and (9), we have:
sw^o.o^r^o}. We require H c C" to be a complex hyperplane such that:
l5 irreducible in S^ x c. o» (iii) a^ ^ fcfls fln isolated singular point at 0. Then P is strongly irreducible.
The germ of P, " " c = Ar3 + ^f + ^J at 0 is irreducible and o^ " = A^f + X\ has an isolated singular point at the origin. Hence P is strongly irreducible.
LEMMA 2. Proof. -We define a map ^ : Wx C -^ C" by ^ (n-, r)=r p '. 7t(w). By (1.2), if 0<|r|^l then n'^h, (w, f))n P(P)c: ^. Denote D={r€C||r|^l}. Since n(H^)cC"\P(5), so there exists a holomor-148 Z. SZAFRANIEC phic function ^ : W x (D\{ 0}) -^ C such that: for (w,t)eWxC.
y (1) and (4) there exist constants C^ C^>0 such that, for any (w, t)eWxD,
he set W is connected, so W x {0} is a connected complex submanifold of WxD.
It follows that, for example,
Then there exists a continuous function k : W -> R + such that: Let p==/?k-n. LEMMA 5 (see [7] ). From now on we make the assumptions: The germ of P at 0 is irreducible, so p=^ o-P ls prime in 0^ Q. If xe ^(p)^"' 3 x {0}, then dP(x)^Q, so the germ of P at x generates
, where x'eR"' 3 and ^eJ? 3 then /(x^^O. Hence the germ of P at x is irreducible. By (1) the germ of Y{p) at x contains regular points. From Lemma 2.5 ([3], p. 14), the germ of P at x generates I(V{p))y So ^(p) is coherent.
Let 5= -^(/(Xi, . . ., ^.3)+^2+X^-i) be the discriminant of P. By (1), ^(p)\(^(S) x R) is dense in V{p) in some neighbourhood of the origin.
V x=(x\ x^e^p)?!^""^ {0})then, by Example 2, the germ of P at x is strongly irreducible.
If xe^pr^^'^x {0}), then 8(n(x))^0 or d6(n(x))^0. Hence, by Definition 1 or lemma 1, the polynomial P is strongly irreducible.
So the conditions (2.2)-(2. 7) are satisfied.
Let d= degree to, where <o is the initial form of 8 at 0. By induction we can define functions ^, : N -+ N. such that x'cO and l/cnt^tR.))^..
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Then, from Lemma 5.11, [7] In the second case, repeating this process p-1 times, we can prove that g is CQ (r)-flat on
Then g is ^oM-Oat on P(J?i...
From the preparation theorem we havê 
